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Deep excavations stabilization with ground improvement or cross walls:
A comparison of both stabilization methods
G.A. Pittaro
Mott MacDonald, Singapore

ABSTRACT: Deep excavations in soft ground often need stabilization. One of the stabilization method
is to use Cross Walls (CW). The CWs act as mega props to reduce wall deflection effectively. The use of
CW in deep excavation in Singapore has become more and more popular nowadays due to the highly
developed urban landscape and the widespread presence of soft clay. Another popular stabilization
method used in Singapore is the Ground Improvement (GI) inside the excavation. This method is based
on the gaining of stiffness and resistance by mixing soil, water and cement. The main difference between
GI and CW is that the first is based on the improvement of the soil by mixing it with other materials, while
the second is based on the improvement of the soil by replacing it with other materials. The objective of
this paper is to compare CW and GI as stabilization methods. To do so, firstly the CW and GI stabilization methods will be described, subsequently the pros and cons of the use of each method are presented.
This paper does not define a “right and wrong” method; however, it can be used to understand some of
the factors that can define the use of one stabilization method or the other.
1
1.1

INTRODUCTION

features of both stabilization methods; second
it shows the geological formation where these
methods are used in Singapore. Later it highlights
the pros and cons of the use of CW against GI.
Finally, some conclusions are made.

Objectives

In the ever growing urbanization, it is common to
have deep excavations adjacent to existing structures. In such cases, controlling of wall deflection
will pose a challenge to engineers, especially if soft
ground is present on the site. Controlling of wall
deflection can be done in several ways and one of
them is to improve the ground using CW. These
CW are installed prior to excavation and act as
restraining props between the retaining walls (usually diaphragm walls) during excavation.
The objective of this study is to show some
pros and cons in the use of CW in deep excavations against the use of GI. To do so, the CW and
GI stabilization methods in deep excavations are
described firstly. Secondly, CW method is compared against GI, these two methods are compared
since both methods are used for the same purpose
in similar ground conditions: reduce wall displacements in deep excavations in presence of soft
ground.
1.2

2

CROSS WALL STABILIZATION METHOD

2.1 Main features
This method is based on the use of sacrificial and
permanent internal walls as props between the
retaining system. These internal walls are actually
unreinforced diaphragm walls that are installed
prior to excavation starting. These internal walls
resist mainly the compression forces due to the
unbalanced soil stresses caused in a deep excavation. Because the CW react to mainly compression
forces, no steel reinforcement is needed.
The CW stabilization system can be used only
when diaphragm walls are installed as Earth
Retaining Stabilizing Structure (ERSS). One CW
is needed per diaphragm wall panel because there
is not structural connection between contiguous
diaphragm wall panels. In general in Singapore
6 metres panel widths are used, so one CW every
6 metres is needed.
As stated previously these internal props need
to be installed prior to excavation starting, so the
general excavation construction sequence is:

Paper organization

As stated before, the main objective of this paper
is to present an overview of the factors that could
define the use of CW or GI as the stabilization
method. This paper first highlights the main
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1. Installation of ERSS (Diaphragm Wall);
2. Installation of CW;
3. Start excavation.

3

GROUND IMPROVEMENT
STABILIZATION METHOD

GI is mainly presented for the following methods:

In deep excavations, CW can be used as permanent as well as sacrificial props, in the first case,
the CW are installed below the formation level,
whereas in the second case the CW are installed
above the formation level and need to be removed
after the excavation.
A cross section of a deep excavation in Singapore where CW were used is shown in Figure 1.

− Deep Soil Mixing; and
− Jet Grout Piles.
The Deep Soil Mixing method (DSM) was
invented in Japan and Scandinavia. Its use is growing across the world in strengthening and sealing
weak ground. The method helps to achieve significant improvement in the mechanical and physical properties of the existing soil, by mixing with
water and cement or compound binders to become
a so-called soil-mix (or soil-cement). The stabilised soil material that is produced generally has a
higher strength and lower permeability than the in
situ soil. The composite ground block is produced
with water, soil and cement.
Jet Grouting is a construction process that uses
a high-pressure fluid jet (generally 20–40 MPa) at
depth in a borehole, to break up and loosen the soil
and to mix it with a self-hardening grout to form
columns, panels and other structures in the ground.
The parameters for the jet-grouting process and the
desired final strength of the treated soil depend on
a number of characteristics, such as the soil type,
the technique used and the required solution.
Both methods, DSM and JGP, are GI techniques that use a mix of soil, cement and water. In
both cases the GI does not have any tension resisting elements (such as steel reinforcement), thus
generating a structure that behaves well under compression forces but cannot resist any tension forces.
These types of GI techniques are commonly used
in the soft clays of Singapore, such as the Kallang
Formation. Figure 3 shows a deep excavation in
Kallang Formation, this excavation has been stabilized with GI below the base slab and it is used as
a launching shaft for a tunnelling boring machine.
In the picture, it is shown the excavation to the soffit of a waler beam that needs be installed. In the
illustration cannot be seen the GI block, however

2.2 Design principle of a deep excavation with
cross walls
In general 2D numerical analyses are used to
model the behaviour of deep excavations with CW
in the design stage. Some assumptions need to be
made in order to model the CW in a deep excavation, between these assumptions it is included the
deflection behaviour of the diaphragm wall in the
longitudinal direction. The different wall behaviours along diaphragm wall are shown in Figure 2.
It is important to highlight that, the deflection
behavior assumed will have an impact on the output of the 2D numerical analysis, so a good engineering criteria is needed.

Figure 1. Typical cross section of deep excavation with
CW in Singapore.

Figure 2. Types of deflections diaphragm wall deflections behavior in the longitudinal direction.

Figure 3. Deep excavation for launching shaft in
Singapore stabilized with GI.
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can be depicted the light grouting installed from the
top of the GI block to the ground level.
For both CW and GI, the installation has to be
done after the installation of the ERSS. The difference between the CW methods is that, with the GI
method, any ERSS type can be used.
3.1

Design principle of a deep excavation
with ground improvement

In general 2D numerical analyses are used to
understand the behavior of a deep excavation with
GI in the design stage. GI is installed continuously
as a block. This feature is a difference between CW
and GI. Because of this, GI is better represented
by a 2D numerical analysis since there is no displacement difference in the different longitudinal
sections along the ERSS and no assumptions need
to be made to model the GI layer.
In the next section is discussed the soil formations in Singapore where CW and GI are used.
4

Figure 5. Kallang formation samples from SPT tests.
On the left Marine Clay and on the right Fluvial clay
above Fluvial Sand.

common. From recent engineering projects, the
Kallang Formation has been subdivided into several units to allow correlation from site to site.
The most important unit of the Kallang Formation is the Marine Clay, which is an under to
normally consolidated soft, silty, kaolin-rich clay,
typically the Marine Clay is described as a very soft,
bluish to dark greenish grey CLAY with occasional
shell fragments and traces of fine sand. Cao et al
(2001) states that the Marine Clay is typically laminated with sand lenses recorded within the upper
member and silt lenses within the lower member.
Figure 5 shows soil samples from site investigations located in the dotted area from Figure 4. It
is important to highlight that these are disturbed
samples from Marine Clay and Fluvial Clay/Fluvial
Sand of the Kallang Formation. SPT testing carried out within the Marine Clay generally achieves
maximum test penetration under hammer-weight
hence N-values of zero apply to the Marine Clay.
Another important unit is the Fluvial Clay, typically the Fluvial Clay is described as a soft to stiff,
light to dark blue/greenish grey or red to yellowish grey, silty and locally peaty clay with some fine
sand content. The SPT N-value profile exhibits a
slight increase with depth, with an average of ∼11.

GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS
IN SINGAPORE

As stated previously, in this section the area in Singapore where GI and CW are used is presented.
The Singapore soil and rock formations are shown
in Figure 4. The location of deep excavations
where CW and GI have been used is highlighted.
As can be deduced from Figure 4, Kallang is the
main geological formation where deep excavations
with GI and CW are performed. In the paragraph
4.1 it is described the Kallang Formation.
4.1

Kallang formation

These deposits are of marine, alluvial, littoral and
estuarine origin and are thought to have been
laid down in the last 15,000 years. The Kallang
Formation was deposited in valleys eroded in the
upper surface of the Old Alluvium and therefore
rapid changes in thickness of the stratum are

5

DIFFERENCE IN FACTORS BETWEEN
CROSS WALLS AND GROUND
IMPROVEMENT

In the next paragraphs are discussed different factors that can be considered at the design stage
when the stabilization method is decided. For each
factor is discussed the difference between the two
methods and is highlighted if it is a pro or a cons
for each method.

Figure 4. Geological soil and rock formations in
Singapore.
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5.1

Installation productivity

− CW: 3 days
− GI: 2 weeks

This item discusses how quick or slow is the installation process for CW and GI. As stated in sections 2 and 3 both CW and GI methods need to be
installed after the ERSS is placed. However, there
is a difference in terms of installation rate.
In order to compare both methods, the same
stabilization area needs to be analyzed. As stated
before, for the CW method, one CW needs to be
used per diaphragm wall panel, 6 metres panels are
generally adopted longitudinally, so this length will
be used for comparison, in the perpendicular direction 6 metres will also be used as a reference since
the CW are also diaphragm wall panels. Finally,
5 metres is used for the reference for the thickness
of the CW and GI, Figure 7 shows the volume that
is compared for this item.
For the volume presented in the Figure 7, for
Singapore Marine Clay, the next installation time
is taken as a reference:

The previous mentioned installation time
assumes the use of a single machine for the installation of GI columns.
It can be concluded that the time that is needed for
the installation of CW is much lesser comparing with
equivalent volumes of GI. A time relation of 1 to 4.5
can be taken as a reference from CW comparing with
GI. This is calculated dividing 14 days into 3 days,
where 14 days (2 weeks) and 3 days are the necessary
time to install GI block and CW respectively.
5.2 Stabilization stiffness
As stated in section 1, these two support systems
are used for the same purpose: reduce wall displacements in deep excavations in soft ground. In
design, 2D numerical analysis is used to model the
excavation. Linear elastic perfectly plastic models
are used to perform the CW and GI. The stiffness
of these materials are defined by the stress strain
behavior (Young Modulus) of each material.
For the Youngs Modulus of the GI, previous
experiences in Singapore are used where the design
Youngs Modulus for GI with DSM in Marine Clay
is 280 MPa. This value is obtained using a probabilistic analysis from unconfined compression test data.
On the other hand, for CW, the stiffness
depends on the concrete grade used for the CW
panels, for Singapore experience, concrete grade
C25/30 is used. Therefore, a concrete secant Young
modulus equal to 31.5 GPa is used as a reference.
However, this Youngs Modulus does not have to
be used directly in the 2D model since there is one
CW every 6 m. panel. To obtain the equivalent
Youngs Modulus, a deflection behaviour needs to
be assumed. Lu et al (2016) has concluded that an
anticipated deflection shape between a smeared
deflection and a fixed end at both ends better represents this problem. According to this, a Youngs
Modulus of 1170 MPa is used.
So, the stiffness used in the numerical analysis is:

Figure 6. CW system: the figure presents the hatched
area of the CW that is used to compare the installation
productivity.

− Young Modulus E CW = 1170 MPa;
− Young Modulus E GI = 280 MPa.
Comparing the above, it can be concluded that,
between CW and GI Youngs Modulus, a relation
of 4 to 1 is reached, meaning that CW system is 4
times stiffer than the GI. This will result in smaller
ERSS deflections for CW supported excavations
comparing to GI for the same thickness used.
5.3 Volume of stabilization
This aspect is related to the volume of soil that
needs to be replaced or improved for CW system
and GI respectively.

Figure 7. GI system. The figure shows the hatched
area of the GI that is used to compare the installation
productivity.
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For most of the cases, CW and GI are left in
place, this means that these are sacrificial volumes.
Unfortunately, both methods are invasive in terms
of programming, environmental impact to the public and changing the nature of the soil below the
surface. This means that for both methods there is
an impact to the public due to the installation of
CW or GI, this implies big machineries occupying
urban space (in general) for an extended period of
time. Also, as stated before, the sacrificial CW or GI
are left in place and change the nature of the original soil. Finally, both methods imply extra costs that
need to be reduced to obtain an efficient solution.
For the above, a design engineer needs to reduce
the stabilization volume as much as possible.
Regarding this, it can be compared the stabilization volume showed in Figure 6 and Figure 7:

Figure 8. Layout showing the use of CW or GI in corners.

ULS checks:
− Structural capacity of any structure used in temporary case;
− Toe-in capacity of the retaining structure;
− Base heave;
− Geotechnical capacity of temporary foundations elements; and
− Uplift verification.

− Volume CW = 6 m3
− Volume GI = 36 m3
This is clear from Figure 6 and Figure 7. A volume stabilization relation of 1 to 6 is obtained
comparing CW to GI.
Finally, it can be added that since CW is a stiffer
stabilization system, smaller CW thickness could
be designed (comparing with GI) for the same
excavation geometry and soil condition.
All the above concludes that CW is a less invasive method compared to GI.
5.4

In the uplift check, the action of the uplift force
from the groundwater below the formation level
needs to be verified. This action is common when
the water table is at or near the ground level and
there is a granular soil formation below the final
excavation level. Granular soil formation makes
reference to soil type where there is not development of excess pore water pressure under changes
in stresses. This uplift force tends to heave the soil
underneath the formation level.
When it is used GI or CW below formation level,
the uplift verification differs. This is because in the
case of GI, a continuous block is installed below
the formation level, this continuous block reacts
to the uplift force with shear strength at the interface between ERSS and GI block. On the other
hand, when CW is used, a discontinuous block is
installed (one CW per diaphragm wall panel), so
no shear strength in the interface between ERSS
and CW can be considered in the verification of
uplift check. The next two figures show the before
explained.
Due to this, additional measure to reduce
groundwater pressure below formation level need
to be taken when CW are used. In general, pressure relief wells are installed to reduce groundwater
pressure to avoid blow out due to uplift. This needs
to be considered in the design.
The use of pressure relief wells implies additional cost due to the installation and use of these.
Also, the presence of internal pressure relief wells,
induce groundwater flow from the outside to the
inside of the excavation that needs to be considered. This is an important effect because it can produce drawdown of the groundwater table outside

Use CW or GI in different excavation shapes

In this section is discussed the use of the stabilization methods previously discussed in terms of
shapes of the excavations.
Excavations can have different layouts, from regular to very irregular shapes. In theory both methods
can be applied in both types of shapes, however, in
practice irregular shapes are generally designed with
the use of GI. This is because CW must be installed
in a relation of one CW per diaphragm wall panel,
and needs to connect opposite panels; this means
in other words, that, when a corner is encountered
diagonal CW needs to be installed. In this case, the
CW stiffness is reduced because the angle between
CW and ERSS is not perpendicular. Also, on the
other hand, having diagonal CW can produce trench
instability problems. In Figure 8 CW and GI layouts
in a corner of an excavation can be compared.
According to the previously discussed, it can be
concluded that, in general, the use of GI fits better in
irregular excavation layouts with presence of corners.
5.5

Use of pressure relief wells

When a deep excavation is designed, several stability checks must be carried out in the temporary
scenario, such as:
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Figure 11. Deep excavation in Singapore with sacrificial layer of CW or GI.

Figure 9. Uplift diagram with presence of GI below
formation level.

sacrificial CW are used. Other possibility is the use
of diamond cutter at the moment of hacking the
CW, this option is a more expensive alternative.
6

CONCLUSION

In this paper two stabilization methods that are
used in deep excavations to reduce wall displacements have been presented: CW and GI. Both
methods are commonly used in the presence of
soft soils and urban environments. In this paper it
has been shown a comparison between CW and GI
stabilization methods concluding that:
− Installation rates for CW are faster than GI for
equivalent stabilization volume;
− CW is a stiffer support system compared to GI.
This depends on the concrete grade as well as GI
properties;
− CW is a less invasive method compared to GI;
− In irregular layouts the use of GI as stabilization
method is preferred;
− When using CW, pressure relief wells may have
to be installed to avoid blow out due to uplift
pressure; and
− For sacrificial layers, hacking a CW requires
more work than hacking a GI.

Figure 10. Uplift diagram with presence of CW below
formation level.

of the excavation producing additional ground
settlements.
5.6

Use of sacrificial GI or CW

In a deep excavation, the installation of sacrificial
layers of GI or CW is sometimes necessary. This
depends on the geometry of the excavation as well
as the geological profile encountered. Sacrificial
refers to layers that need to be removed (hacked)
once the excavation is carried out. Figure 11 shows
a cross section of a deep excavation with sacrificial
and permanent GI or CW.
Regarding the sacrificial layers of GI or CW,
when the layer needs to be hacked there is a difference between hacking a GI or CW layer: it takes
less work to hack a GI layer comparing to CW.
This is simply because the GI layer consist of a
mix of soil, water and cement, whereas the CW is
a concrete layer. This is not a factor that necessary
needs to be considered in the design stage, however
it needs to be contemplated that extra manpower
or time is needed in the construction stage when

The above conclusions can be used as guidelines
when a design engineer is designing a deep excavation with CW or GI.
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